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Abstract. The application of a general-purpose self-veri�ed parametric iteration for boundingthe response of mechanical systems involving rational dependencies between interval parameters isinvestigated. Based on the availability of self-validated parametric linear solver, a general frameworkof computer-assisted proof of global and local monotonicity properties is presented. By the discussedmethodology and software tools some frame structures with uncertainties in cross-sectional proper-ties, applied loadings, material properties, geometry and connections are analyzed. The results arecompared to literature data produced by other methods and a comparison of di�erent measures ofoverestimation is done.
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1. Introduction
Uncertainty quanti�cation is an emerging discipline which is nowadays well recognized by SIAM andstructural engineering community. One of the research directions in this �eld utilizes intervals forrepresenting the uncertain quantities and interval-based methods for reliable bounding the modelresponse under variations in the uncertain parameters.Many mechanical problems, e.g. linear static problems, modelled by �nite element method,can be described by systems of linear equations involving uncertain model parameters. When theuncertain parameters are introduced by bounded intervals, the problem can be transformed intoan interval linear system which should be solved appropriately to bound the mechanical systemresponse. This approach is usually called Interval Finite Element Method. Overview of recentdevelopments in the area of uncertainty treatment using interval �nite element methods and theirapplications in structural engineering mechanics can be found in (Muhanna et al., 2004), (Muhannaet al., 2005). Although known for a decade, a self-validated parametric iteration method (Rump,1994) is not adopted (even for a comparison purpose) and has single mechanical applications(Dessombz et al., 2001), (Popova et al., 2003). Instead, a construction method, called Element-By-Element approach (Mullen and Muhanna, 1999), is developed which introduces extra variables� This work was partially supported by the Bulgarian National Science Fund under grant No. MM1301/03.
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2 Evgenija Popova et al.
and equations in order to eliminate the dependencies between interval parameters. The penalty andLagrange multiplier methods are used to impose the necessary constraints for compatibility andequilibrium (Muhanna and Mullen, 2001), (Muhanna et al., 2005). Non-parametric interval �xed-point iteration is modi�ed and used to solve the model parametric interval linear system. During thistransformation of the original parametric system, self-verifying properties of the interval iterationare lost or delayed to the �nal phase of solving non-parametric interval linear system. Recently,accounting for the structure of input data in systems related to truss structures, by splitting theiteration into two parts, Neumaier and Pownuk (2005) achieved an advance in self-veri�ed methodsapplied to truss structures. Assuming a particular structure of the dependencies their methodremoves the restriction of most self-validating methods for linear systems to have a strongly regularmatrix.Depending on what model is adopted and which model parameters are considered to be uncertainor how they are involved into the interval linear system to be solved, the latter can be classi�ed intotwo types: parametric linear systems involving a�ne-linear dependencies between the parametersand parametric linear systems involving arbitrary nonlinear dependencies between the intervalparameters. So far mainly problems involving a�ne-linear dependencies have been solved. In thiswork we come back to the parametric �xed-point iteration, initially introduced by S. Rump (1994),and �rst time apply it for bounding the response of structural engineering systems involvingnonlinear dependencies between the model parameters. In (Popova, 2005) the inclusion methodis combined with a simple interval arithmetic technique providing inner and outer bounds for therange of monotone rational functions. The arithmetic on proper and improper intervals (Garde~neset al., 2001) is considered as an intermediate computational tool for eliminating the dependencyproblem in range computation and for obtaining inner estimations by outwardly rounded intervalarithmetic. This methodology is implemented into a number of supporting software tools with resultveri�cation, developed in the environment of Mathematica, (Popova, 2005).Combinatorial approach and the monotonicity approach have been favored by many authors insolving linear elastic problems involving particular uncertain parameters (Rao and Berke, 1997),(Ganzerli and Pantelides, 1999), (McWilliam, 2000), (Pownuk, 2000). A rigorous application ofthese approaches requires validation of their assumptions which are not generally valid. In Section2.2 of this paper we present a general framework of computer-aided proof of global and localmonotonicity properties of parametric solutions provided that a self-veri�ed solver of parametriclinear systems is available.A recent work (Corliss et al., 2004), see also (Corliss and Foley, 2005), identi�ed typical pa-rameter uncertainties in �nite element models of structural steel frames with partially constrainedconnections and by applying a sequence of interval-based methods the response of a simple one-baysteel frame to variations in cross-sectional properties, loading, material properties, and connectionsis bounded. Taking occasion of the appeal at the end of the presentation (Corliss and Foley, 2005)for other reliable methods solving parameter-dependent linear systems, in Section 3.1 this work weexpand the structural analysis performed in (Corliss et al., 2004) by application of the self-veri�edparametric iteration, a rigorous hybrid monotonicity approach, and interval subdivision techniqueto the same problem and to a larger structural steel frame. The goal is to increase the awarenessof the engineering community about the variety of interval-based methods with result veri�cationthat can be used in the analysis of mechanical structures involving uncertain parameters.
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Bounding the Response of Mechanical Structures with Uncertainties in All the Parameters 3
The paper is organized in two parts. Section 2 briey describes the methodological and softwaretools that are used in the second part. Section 3 contains the analysis of of structural frames.

2. Methodology and Software Tools
In this section we give a brief summary of the numerical methods and software tools that will beused in solving linear elastic mechanical problems with uncertainties in all the model parameters.The methods have general purpose and do not assume any particular structure of the input data.Consider linear algebraic system A(p) � x = b(p); (1a)where A(p) is an n � n matrix, b(p) is an n-dimensional vector and p = (p1; : : : ; pk)> is a k-dimensional parameter vector. The elements of A(p) and b(p) are, in general, nonlinear functionsof the parameters

aij(p) = aij(p1; : : : ; pk); (1b)bi(p) = bi(p1; : : : ; pk); i; j = 1; : : : ; n: (1c)
The parameters are considered to be unknown or uncertain and varying within prescribed intervals

p 2 [p] = ([p1]; : : : ; [pk])>: (1d)
When the parameters vary within a box [p] 2 IRk the set of solutions, called parametric solutionset is

�p = �(A(p); b(p); [p]) := fx 2 Rn j A(p) � x = b(p) for some p 2 [p]g : (2)
In general, a solution set has very complicated structure, and does not need even to be convex.The parametric solution set �p is bounded if A(p) is nonsingular for every p 2 [p]. For a nonemptybounded set � � Rn, de�ne interval hull � : PRn ! IRn by

�� := [inf �; sup�] = \f[x] 2 IRn j � � [x]g:
Since it is quite expensive to obtain �p or ��p, the solution of interest is seeking an interval vector[y] 2 IRn such that [y] � ��p � �p, and the goal is [y] to be as narrow as possible.Below we use the following notations. Rn;Rn�m denote the set of real vectors with n componentsand the set of real n�m matrices, respectively. By normal (proper) interval we mean a real compactinterval [a] = [a�; a+] := fa 2 R j a� � a � a+g. By IRn; IRn�m we denote interval n-vectors andinterval n�m matrices. The end-point functionals (�)�; (�)+, the mid-point function mid(�), wheremid([a�; a+]) := (a�+a+)=2, and the diameter (width) function !(�), where !([a�; a+]) := a+�a�,are applied to interval vectors and matrices componentwise. The absolute value of a matrixA = (aij)is denoted by jAj = (jaij j); for [a] 2 IR, j[a]j := maxfjaj j a 2 [a]g. For two matrices of the samesize matrix (vector) inequalities A � B and the interval subset relations [A] � [B] are understoodcomponentwise. A < B if A � B and A 6= B, analogously [A] � [B] if [A] � [B] and [A] 6= [B].The above matrix notations apply to vectors, considered as one-column matrices, as well. %(A) is
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4 Evgenija Popova et al.
the spectral radius of a matrix A, I denotes the identity matrix. For interval quantities [A]; [B],operations between them are always interval operations. The result is the smallest interval quantitycontaining the corresponding result when using power set operations. For example,

[A] 2 IRn�n; [b] 2 IRn : [A] � [b] := \f[c] 2 IRn j 8 a 2 [A];8 b 2 [b] : a � b 2 [c]g:
We assume the reader is familiar with conventional interval arithmetic, cf. (Moore, 1979), (Neu-maier, 1990).
2.1. Inclusion Theorems
The inclusion theorems for the solution set of a parametric linear system given here present a directconsequence from the inclusion theory for nonparametric problems developed by S. Rump anddiscussed in many works, cf. (Rump, 1986; Rump, 1990; Rump, 1994). The basic idea of combiningthe Krawczyk-operator and the existence test by Moore was further elaborated by S. Rump (1986)who proposed several improvements leading to inclusion theorems for the solution of nonparametricinterval linear systems [A] � x = [b]. Computing veri�ed inclusions for the solution set of an intervallinear system with data dependencies was �rst considered by C. Jansson (1991). He treated systemswith symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices, as well as dependencies in the right hand side, bymodifying the general nonparametric inclusion theorem to account for the dependencies in thesystem. In (Rump, 1994, Theorem 4.8) S. Rump gives a straightforward generalization to a�ne-linear dependencies in the matrix and the right hand side. The a�ne-linear dependencies betweenthe parameters in A(p); b(p) allow an explicit representation of the ranges of the residual vectorz(p) := R � (b(p)�A(p) � ~x) and the iteration matrix C(p) := I � R � A(p) by interval expressions,as it is stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Consider parametric linear system (1a) where A(p); b(p) are de�ned by

aij(p) := a(0)ij + kX
�=1 p�a(�)ij ; bi(p) := b(0)i + kX

�=1 p�b(�)i ; i; j = 1; : : : ; n:
Let R 2 Rn�n, [y] 2 IRn, ~x 2 Rn be given and de�ne [z] 2 IRn, [C] 2 IRn�n by

[z] := R � (b(0) �A(0)~x) + kX
�=1[p� ](R � b(�) �R �A(�) � ~x);

[C] := I �R �A(0) � kX
�=1[p� ](R �A(�));

where A(0) := �a(0)ij �, : : : ; A(k) := �a(k)ij � 2 Rn�n, b(0) := (b(0)i ); : : : ; b(k) := (b(k)i ) 2 Rn.De�ne [v] 2 IRn by means of the following Einzelschrittverfahren
1 � i � n : [vi] := f[z] + [C] � [u]gi; u := (v1; :::; vi�1; yi; :::; yn)>:If [v] $ [y], then R and every matrix A(p); p 2 [p] are regular, and for every p 2 [p] the uniquesolution bx = A�1(p)b(p) of (1a) satis�es bx 2 ~x+ [v].
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Bounding the Response of Mechanical Structures with Uncertainties in All the Parameters 5
The above theorem generalizes Theorem 4.8 from (Rump, 1994) by requiring computation of therange of C(p) instead of using an interval extension C([p]), cf. (Popova, 2004c). Although a sharpenclosure of the iteration matrix is used also by other authors (Dessombz et al., 2001; Muhannaet al., 2005), the necessity of this improvement is not well justi�ed therein. The generalization ofTheorem 4.8 from (Rump, 1994) is proven theoretically and demonstrated by several numericalexamples in (Popova, 2004b; Popova, 2004c). Indeed, for a class of so-called column-dependentparametric matrices (Popova, 2004b), the following relation holds

[Cp] := �fC(p) j p 2 [p]g � C([p]) =: [C];
which implies j[Cp]j < j[C]j. If in addition, j[Cp]j+ j[C]j is irreducible, from the theory of nonneg-ative matrices it follows that %(j[Cp]j) < %(j[C]j). Thus the range enclosure of C(p) will provideconvergence of the iteration method for %(j[Cp]j) < 1, while a worse enclosure (e.g. C([p])) maynot for some column-dependent parametric matrices and some interval domains for the parameters.Examples demonstrating the expanded scope of application of the generalized Theorem 2.1 can befound in (Popova, 2004b; Popova, 2004c; Popova and Kr�amer, 2003).In case of arbitrary nonlinear dependencies between the parameters of a linear system we cangive only a general formulation of the inclusion theorem, as bellow.
Theorem 2.2. Consider parametric linear system de�ned by (1a{1d). Let R 2 Rn�n, [y] 2 IRn,~x 2 Rn be given and de�ne [z] 2 IRn, [C] 2 IRn�n by

[z] := �fR (b(p)�A(p)~x) j p 2 [p]g;[C] := �fI �R �A(p) j p 2 [p]g:
De�ne [v] 2 IRn by means of the following Einzelschrittverfahren

1 � i � n : [vi] := f[z] + [C] � [u]gi; u := (v1; :::; vi�1; yi; :::; yn)>:
If [v] $ [y], then R and every matrix A(p) with p 2 [p] are regular, and for every p 2 [p] theunique solution bx = A�1(p)b(p) of (1a{1d) satis�es bx 2 ~x+ [v].

In case of arbitrary nonlinear dependencies between the uncertain parameters in a system,computing [z] and [C] in Theorem 2.2 requires sharp range enclosure for nonlinear functions. Thisis a key problem in interval analysis and there exists a variety of methods and techniques devotedto this problem. The quality of the range enclosure for z(p) := R � (b(p)�A(p) � ~x) will determinethe sharpness of the parametric solution set enclosure. The veri�cation iteration based on Theorem2.2 will be convergent if the interval matrix �fR � A(p) j p 2 [p]g is regular which we call strongregularity of the parametric matrix A(p) in the domain [p], following the term initially introducedin (Neumaier, 1990). Since the left preconditioning introduces an a�ne transformation on thecolumns of A(p), only systems with column-dependent parametric matrices may bene�t from asharper enclosure of C(p) = I �R �A(p).In (Popova, 2005) the above inclusion theorem is combined with a simple interval arithmetic tech-nique providing inner and outer bounds for the range of monotone rational functions. The arithmeticof generalised (proper and improper) intervals is considered as an intermediate computational tool
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6 Evgenija Popova et al.
for eliminating the dependency problem in range computation and for obtaining inner estimationsby outwardly rounded interval arithmetic (Garde~nes et al., 2001). A detailed presentation of thistechnique and the corresponding algorithm with result veri�cation, which solves linear systemswhose input data are rational functions of interval parameters, can be found in (Popova, 2005).This methodology, rigorously implemented in software tools presented in Section 2.4, will be usedin Section 3 for solving linear systems obtained by FE modelling of mechanical structures withuncertainties in all the parameters determining the structure behavior.The above theorems de�ne how to compute an outer enclosure of the solution set of an inter-val linear system, i.e. an interval vector which is veri�ed to contain the exact solution set hull,respectively the true solution set of the system. However, it is important to know the quality ofthe computed enclosure, in other words: how much such an enclosure overestimates the exact hullof the solution set. The amount of overestimation can be approximated by an inner inclusion ofthe solution set hull which is a componentwise inner estimation of the solution set (Neumaier,1987; Rump, 1990).
De�nition 2.1. An interval vector [x] 2 IRn is called componentwise inner approximation forsome set � 2 Rn if

inf�2��i � x�i and x+i � sup�2��i; for every 1 � i � n:
The interval vector [x] from the above de�nition is an inner inclusion of the solution set hull andshould be distinguished from an inner inclusion of the solution set, that is [x] � [inf(�); sup(�)]but [x] 6� �.Basing on ideas developed in (Neumaier, 1987), a cheap method for computing rigorous innerinclusion of the solution set hull is proposed in (Rump, 1990). The next theorem establishes howto compute the componentwise inner estimation of the parametric solution set.
Theorem 2.3. Let A(p) � x = b(p), where A(p) 2 Rn�n, b(p) 2 Rn, p 2 [p] 2 IRk, and R 2 Rn�n,~x 2 Rn, [y] 2 IRn be given. De�ne

[z] := � fR � (b(p)�A(p) � ~x) j p 2 [p]g ;[�] := [C] � [y]; where [C] := � fI �R �A(p) j p 2 [p]g :
Let the solution set �p = �(A(p); b(p); [p]) be de�ned as in (2) and assume

[z] + [�] $ [y]:
Then [~x+ [z]� + [�]+; ~x+ [z]+ + [�]�] j ��p j ~x+ [z] + [�]
or, in coordinate notations, for all i = 1; : : : ; n there exists x�; x+ 2 �p with

~xi + [zi]� + [�i]� 5 x�i 5 ~xi + [zi]� + [�i]+ and~xi + [zi]+ + [�i]� 5 x+i 5 ~xi + [zi]+ + [�i]+:
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Bounding the Response of Mechanical Structures with Uncertainties in All the Parameters 7
In order to have a guaranteed inner inclusion all the computations should be done in computerarithmetic with directed roundings, cf. (Popova, 2005).The method from Theorem 2.3 has its limits. When widening the intervals for the parameters,respectively the interval components of the linear system, the inner inclusion becomes smaller andsmaller, and �nally vanishes. The latter means that no quantitative measure for the quality of theouter enclosure can be given. For wide parameter intervals empty inner inclusion usually means badouter enclosure and, when further widening the input intervals, the outer solution enclosure willfail at a certain point. Numerical examples demonstrating this e�ect can be found in (Popova andKr�amer, 2003). The same result of empty inner inclusion intervals can be obtained also for very tightparameter intervals due to the rounding errors in computing inner approximations. A necessary andsu�cient condition for non-empty inner inclusions is provided by the relation !([�i]) 5 !([zi]),where the notations are as in Theorem 2.3, [�i] is computed with outward rounding and [zi] iscomputed with inward rounding.When somehow we have sharpen the outer solution enclosure � �p � [v̂] � [v] = ~x+[z]+ [�],then the improved outer estimation [v̂] can replace [v] in Theorem 2.3 to get an improved innerestimation of ��p. Numerical example demonstrating this property can be found in (Popova, 2001).
2.2. Rigorous Monotonicity Approach
For many mechanical systems the exact bounds of the system response can be obtained by theso-called combinatorial approach. The combinatorial solution is computed as a convex hull of thesolutions to all point linear systems corresponding to an exhaustive combination of the boundsof the interval parameters. Combinatorial hull is a quality of particular parametric solution setswhich is not valid in general. The combinatorial approach gives the exact solution set hull in exactarithmetic in the special case when the parametric solution is monotone with respect to all theparameters. If the combinatorial hull property is not proven theoretically (as by Neumaier andPownuk (2005)) or numerically (as below), any other non-rigorous application of combinatorial ormonotonicity approach would result in an interval box underestimating the true parametric solutionset. This is the reason by which combinatorial and monotonicity approaches are usually referredas methods giving inner inclusion of the solution set hull (Muhanna et al., 2005; Neumaier andPownuk, 2005).In this section we briey sketch a rigorous application of the combinatorial/monotonicity ap-proach within a general framework for solving parametric linear systems. The rigorousness isprovided by computer-assisted numerical proofs of global and local monotonicity properties ofthe parametric solution. Since an essential ingredient of this approach is a self-veri�ed solver forparametric linear systems, we call this approach a rigorous hybrid monotonicity approach (Popova,2004a).The general framework of the rigorous hybrid monotonicity approach consists of three basiccomponents:1. self-veri�ed solver for parametric linear systems;
2. computer-assisted proof of global and local monotonicity properties of a parametric solution;
3. guaranteed solution enclosure for point linear systems.
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8 Evgenija Popova et al.
Provided that we have a self-veri�ed solver for parametric linear systems, we can verify theglobal and local monotonicity properties of the parametric solution x(p) = A(p)�1 � b(p). Below weuse the following notations. For [a] = [a�; a+] 2 IR, de�ne sign([a]) = f1 if a� � 0; �1 if a+ �0; 0 if a�a+ < 0g. For a set of indices I = fi1; : : : ; ing, the vector (xi1 ; : : : ; xin)> will be denotedby xI and [xI ] = [x�I ; x+I ] where x�I = (x�i1 ; : : : ; x�in)>, x+I = (x+i1 ; : : : ; x+in)>.The global monotonicity properties are veri�able by solving k parametric linear systems in theglobal domain [p] 2 IRk

A(p) @x@p� = @b(p)@p� � @A(p)@p� � [x�]; � = 1; : : : ; k; (3)
where [x�] � �p is an initial enclosure of the parametric solution set. Let us suppose that for �xedi, 1 � i � n there exist index sets

L+ = f� j sign �@xi@p�
� = 1g; L� = f� j sign �@xi@p�

� = �1g:
If L� [ L+ = f1; : : : ; kg, then

[inf �pi ; sup�pi ] = [fA�1(p�L+ ; p+L�) � b(p�L+ ; p+L�)gi; fA�1(p+L+ ; p�L�) � b(p+L+ ; p�L�)gi]:Monotonicity can also be used even when some solution components are not globally monotonicwith respect to some parameters. Suppose that for some i, 1 � i � n, there exist index sets
L+ = f� j sign �@xi@p�

� = 1g; L� = f� j sign �@xi@p�
� = �1g; L0 = f� j sign �@xi@p�

� = 0g;
such that L0 6= f1; : : : ; kg and L0 6= ;. Consider two new parametric linear systems

A�(pL0) � y = b�(pL0) (4)A+(pL0) � z = b+(pL0); (5)
wherein

a�ij(pL0) := aij(p�L+ ; p+L� ; pL0); b�i (pL0) := bi(p�L+ ; p+L� ; pL0)a+ij(pL0) := aij(p+L+ ; p�L� ; pL0) b+i (pL0) := bi(p+L+ ; p�L� ; pL0)for i; j = 1; : : : ; n and pL0 2 [pL0 ].Let [y�] � � (A�(pL0); b�(pL0); [pL0 ]) and [z�] � � (A+(pL0); b+(pL0); [pL0 ]). In general,
[inf �pi ; sup�pi ] � [y�i ] [ [z�i ]:However, we may prove some monotonicity properties of the parametric solutions to (4), (5) bysolving the corresponding parametric derivative systems in a considerably reduced interval domain[pL0 ].

A�(pL0) @y@p� = @b�(pL0)@p� � @A�(pL0)@p� � [y�]
A+(pL0) @z@p� = @b+(pL0)@p� � @A+(pL0)@p� � [z�];
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Bounding the Response of Mechanical Structures with Uncertainties in All the Parameters 9
for all � 2 L0, where [y�]; [z�] are initial enclosures of the solution sets of (4), resp. (5), or an initialenclosure of �(A(p); b(p); [p]).This way, a computer-aided proof of global and local monotonicity properties of the parametricsolution can be performed by self-validated solving of parametric linear systems. The success of thenumerical proof depends very much on the quality of the parametric solution enclosure and on thequality of the initial enclosure (Popova, 2004a). Some speci�c issues related to this approach willbe discussed in a separate work.
2.3. Measures of Overestimation
The quality of a solution enclosure is measured by estimating how much an outer solution enclosureoverestimates the true parametric solution set or an inner inclusion of the solution set hull (sincethe true hull is usually not known). A discussion about di�erent methods used for obtaining innerhull estimations can be found in (Neumaier and Pownuk, 2005). The inclusion method, presentedin Section 2.1, is equipped with an easy computable guaranteed inner estimation of the solution sethull. In this work we shall measure the overestimation of the outer solution enclosure with respectto a combinatorial solution and to the guaranteed inner estimation of the solution hull provided bythe method.Provided that we have computed the exact solution set hull or some inner estimation(s) ofthe hull, the amount of overestimation should be quanti�ed. The endeavor of providing sharpersolution enclosures has resulted in utilization of di�erent measures of overestimation. In the nextsection we shall use and compare the quality quanti�cations provided by the following measures ofoverestimation.For two intervals [a]; [b] 2 IR such that [a] � [b], the standard measure of overestimation thatis usually applied is the percentage by which [b] overestimates the interval [a], de�ned as O! :IR� IR �! R+ O!([a]; [b]) := 100(1� !([a])=!([b])):Distance-based measures of overestimation are sometimes used in the engineering literature, e.g.(Muhanna et al., 2005). Od : IR� IR �! R� R is de�ned by

Od([a]; [b]) := 100 �1� a�=b�; 1� a+=b+� :
Since we will compare part of our results to those obtained in (Corliss et al., 2004), we will needthe measure of overestimation used therein. For [a]; [b] 2 IR, [a] � [b] and c 2 R, c 2 [a], de�neOc : IR� IR� R �! R+ by

Oc([a]; [b]; c) := 100 �b� � a� + a+ � b+� =c:
Overestimation measures are applied to interval vectors componentwise.The presented parametric �xed-point method provides a guaranteed inner estimation [v] ofthe solution hull [h] at no additional cost. Since the computation of [v] uses the computed outerenclosure [u] in a \symmetric " way, it can be expected that [v] is almost symmetric to [u] withrespect to the exact solution set hull. That is why, 12Ow([v]; [u]) � Ow([h]; [u]) will be used formeasuring the quality of a solution enclosure.
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10 Evgenija Popova et al.
2.4. Software Tools
Interval methods discussed in this paper and elsewhere are implemented in the environment ofMath-ematica (Wolfram, 1999). The Mathematica package IntervalComputations `LinearSystems`contains a collection of functions which compute guaranteed inclusions for the solution set of aninterval linear system (Popova, 2004a). The particular solvers di�er upon the type of the linearsystem to be solved and the implemented solution method. Except for a C-XSC module solvingparametric linear systems with a�ne-linear dependencies (Popova and Kr�amer, 2003), the aboveMathematica package is the only by now public software for solving parameter-dependent intervallinear systems.ParametricNSolve[Ap, bp, tr] is the function which solves linear systems involving a�ne-linear dependencies between interval parameters. The function is based on entirely numericalcomputations and therefore it is fast. The function is updated to handle sparse arrays as inputdata.ParametricSSolve[Ap, bp, tr] computes a guaranteed enclosure of the solution set to aparametric linear system Ap.x = bp involving rational dependencies by the algorithm presented in(Popova, 2005). The parameters and their interval values are speci�ed by a list tr of transformationrules1. All iterative solvers can take two optional arguments a�ecting the computational process,respectively the output of the function. InnerEstimation is an option which when set to Truespeci�es the computing of component-wise inner approximation of the solution set in addition tothe outer enclosure. The option is set to False by default. Even set to True, the option is activeonly if the Mathematica package IntervalComputations `GeneralisedIntervals` is available.Refinement is an option which set to True implies an iterative re�nement procedure applied to thecomputed outer solution enclosure. The default setting is False.Due to a previous improvement of the inclusion theory, new functions generating guaranteedinclusions of the solutions to nonsquare over-/underdetermined (parametric) linear systems are de-veloped. Several functions supporting the hybrid monotonicity approach and a subdivision strategyar also part of the package.Approaching to parametric linear systems with rational dependencies, the integration of symbolic-algebraic and self-validating numerical computations based on interval arithmetic is found to be afruitful synergism. The power of Mathematica to support rigorous exact and/or variable precisioninterval computations, the functionality of a generalized interval arithmetic package and the toolsprovided by the other interval packages, make a suitable environment for exploration and solvingparametric problems with interval uncertainties.In order to provide a broad access to solvers for parametric interval linear systems a web interfacefor the available Mathematica software is developed which can be found athttp://cose.math.bas.bg/webComputing/Accessing the webComputing pages users enter or upload data, choose between di�erent options,and submit data to build up a sequence of results in a numeric, symbolic, graphics or combinedform. The end-users do not need to buy, install, and maintain software; they do not need todevelop user software or to learn di�erent software applications training time being considerablyreduced. They can be certain that use the most recent version. The technical professionals and

1 Mathematica transformation rules have the form name -> value.
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Bounding the Response of Mechanical Structures with Uncertainties in All the Parameters 11
interval researchers can easily explore newly developed methods; compare the e�ciency of di�erentmethods and software tools; teach interval methods involving students in an active exploration bydoing. Since algebraic computations are time consuming and webMathematica applications have a�xed time limit for using the Mathematica kernel, the nonlinear parametric web solver is suitableonly for small size problems, while large problems involving a�ne-linear dependencies can be solvedremotely. The parametric web solvers allow uploading data �les from the client machine onto theserver. For a parametric system, 3 data �les (containing the matrix, the right-hand side vectorand the rules for the parameters) are required. Present restriction to the maximum size of a data�le is 4MB. Matrix/vector data in a �le presently should be speci�ed by Mathematica lists, or assparse arrays (Wolfram, 1999). Future enhancement of the solvers include di�erent data formats,downloading the generated results on the client machine and combining/reusing the results fromdi�erent pages.

3. Numerical Examples
3.1. One-Bay Steel Frame
In this section we consider a simple one-bay structural steel frame, shown in Figure 1, that wasinitially considered and analyzed by Corliss et al. (2004). In their work the authors survey typical un-certainties for the parameters characterizing the structural behavior and apply the Muhanna-MullenElement-by-Element approach (Muhanna and Mullen, 2001), interval subdistributivity properties,scaling, and constraint propagation in order to demonstrate the feasibility of interval techniques forbounding structural responses in the presence of interval parameters. Here the analysis of Corlisset al. is expanded by the methods presented in Section 2.

Figure 1. One-bay structural steel frame (after Corliss et al. (2004)).
In order to compare the results generated by the di�erent methods, we strictly follow the struc-ture system and the uncertainties for the parameters considered in(Corliss et al., 2004). Followingthe usual practice, the authors have assembled the following linear system corresponding to theportal structure in Figure 1.
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=
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It is readily seen that this is a linear system involving rational dependencies between the frameparameters. Typical nominal parameter values and the corresponding worst case uncertainties, asproposed in (Corliss et al., 2004), are shown in Table I.Initially, the system (6), where Lb; Lc are replaced by their nominal values, is solved withparameter uncertainties which are 1% of the values presented in the last column of Table I,
Eb; Ec 2 [28965200; 29034800]; Ib 2 [509:49; 510:51]; Ic 2 [271:728; 272:272];Ab 2 [10:287; 10:313]; Ac 2 [14:3856; 14:4144]; � 2 [276195960; 278726040];H 2 [5283:465; 5327:535]: (7)

Applying the rigorous monotonicity approach we have found the monotonicity pro�le of thesystem response presented in Table II which proves that the combinatorial approach gives theexact hull in exact arithmetic. Note, that all solution components are only locally monotone withrespect to Ab. The exact hull [h] of the solution set for this problem, computed in rational arithmeticand then rounded outwardly to 10 digits accuracy, is presented in (Popova, 2005).The parametric linear system (6) is solved by the presented general parametric �xed-point iter-ation. The system involves eight uncertain parameters which are considered to vary independentlywithin tolerance intervals (7). The guaranteed outer enclosure [u] of the system response and aninner estimation [v] of the outer enclosure, obtained in just one single execution of the parametricsolver function, are presented with 10 digits accuracy in (Popova, 2005). The quality of the obtained
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Bounding the Response of Mechanical Structures with Uncertainties in All the Parameters 13
Table I. Parameters involved in the steel frame example, theirnominal values, and worst case uncertainties.

parameter nominal value uncertainty
Eb 29 � 106 lbs/in2 �348 � 104Young modulus
Ec 29 � 106 lbs/in2 �348 � 104
Ib 510 in4 �51Second moment
Ic 272 in4 �27:2
Ab 10:3 in2 �1:3Area
Ac 14:4 in2 �1:44

External force H 5305:5 lbs �2203:5
Joint sti�ness � 2:77461 � 109 lb-in/rad �1:26504 � 109

Length Lc 144 in, Lb 288 in
Table II. One-bay steel frame example with uncertain param-eters (7): monotonicity properties of the system response.
solution parametercomponent Eb Ec Ib Ic Ab Ac � H

1. d2x -1 -1 -1 -1 -1, -1 -1 -1 12. d2y 1 -1 1 -1 -1, -1 -1 1 13. r2z 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -14. r5z 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -15. r6z 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -16. d3x -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 17. d3y -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -18. r3z 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1

enclosure is measured by the three measures of overestimation, de�ned in Section 2.3, and alsocompared to the quality of the solution enclosures for the same problem obtained by alternativemethods used in (Corliss et al., 2004), see Table III.The second and third columns in Table III demonstrate the relation 12Ow([v]; [u]) � Ow([h]; [u]).The distance-based measure Od gives two numbers with di�erent signs corresponding to the end-points of the intervals. As demonstrated by the results in Table III, this measure yields valueswhich are two orders of magnitude less than the overestimation measure O!([h]; [u]). The otheroverestimation measure Oc([h]; [u]; �) is also not comparable to O!([h]; [u]) giving values with oneorder of magnitude less than the latter.
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Table III. One-bay steel frame example with uncertain parameters (7): comparison of overestimationmeasures in %. Oc([h]; [ui]) are after (Corliss et al., 2004), i = 3 { Table V, i = 2 { Table IV, i = 1 {Table III, respectively, dash means no available data.
solution 1

2O! O! 102Od Oc Oc Oc Occomp. ([v]; [u]) ([h]; [u]) ([h]; [u]) ([h]; [u]; �) ([~h]; [u3]; �) ([~h]; [u2]; �) ([~h]; [u1]; �)
1. d2x 0.83 0.83 -0.75, 0.38 0.011 0.29 0.40 78.022. d2y 0.57 0.57 -0.86, 0.20 0.011 0.004 0.13 85.383. r2z 4.58 4.31 3.01, -3.53 0.065 0.75 0.84 81.184. r5z 8.65 7.73 5.89, -6.31 0.122 1.62 1.63 85.325. r6z 13.54 11.99 9.81, -10.32 0.201 { { {6. d3x 0.84 0.84 -0.76, 0.39 0.011 { { {7. d3y 0.79 0.79 0.33, -1.21 0.015 { { {8. r3z 3.40 3.23 2.19, -2.70 0.049 { { {

The last three columns in Table III present the quality of the solution enclosures obtained in(Corliss et al., 2004) by the application of EBE approach (Muhanna and Mullen, 2001) to the system(6){(7). The application of the EBE approach was successively improved in (Corliss et al., 2004) byapplying subdistributivity property and scaling which has resulted in improved solution enclosuresmeasured by Oc([~h]; [ui]; ~�), where [~h] is the solution set hull reported in (Corliss et al., 2004), and[ui] is the corresponding solution enclosure. Comparing the best solution enclosure, obtained bythe EBE approach | Oc([~h]; [u3]; ~�), to the quality Oc([h]; [u]; �) of the solution enclosure obtainedby the present parametric method, we see the superiority of the present method by one order ofmagnitude. The results in Table III show also that the di�erent components of the system responsehave di�erent sensitivity to variations in the system parameters.It is well-known that the parametric �xed-point iteration gives sharper solution enclosures forsmaller interval tolerances. To illustrate this e�ect we have subdivided the ranges (7) of someinterval-valued parameters and obtain enclosure of the system response as a hull of the solutionenclosures in all sub-domains. The results obtained after the application of the subdivision approach,reported in (Popova, 2005), show an improvement between 0.37% and 3.05% in the solution enclo-sure obtained by subdivision of the intervals. The overestimation for the di�erent components ofthe system response is di�erent ranging from 0.2% to 9.22%.The presented parametric �xed-point iteration fails in solving the parametric linear system (6)for the worst case (over 40%) parameter uncertainties given in Table I. For very large uncertaintiesthe parametric matrix is not strongly regular as required by the method. But we can solve theproblem by subdividing the parameter intervals. As small are the sub-domains as better willbe the solution enclosure. Inclusions (inner and outer) of the solution set hull are obtained bysubdivision of the worst-case parameter intervals (Eb; Ec; Ib; Ic; Ab; Ac; �;H)> correspondingly into
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Bounding the Response of Mechanical Structures with Uncertainties in All the Parameters 15
Table IV. One-bay steel frame example with worst-case parameter un-certainties (Table I) solved by subdivision of the parameter intervals(Eb; Ec; Ib; Ic; Ab; Ac; �;H)> correspondingly into (2; 2; 2; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1)> equal subin-tervals. Inner [vs] and outer [us] inclusions of the solution set hull are compared tothe combinatorial solution [~h].

d2x d2y r2z r5z r6z d3x d3y r3z
1
2O!([vs]; [us]) 19.97 15.87 { { { 20.12 23.50 {O!([~h]; [us]) 18.41 12.23 26.23 41.43 41.84 18.56 18.77 26.70

(2; 2; 2; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1)> equal subintervals. The quality of the obtained outer enclosure is presented inTable IV. Although the inner estimations for the most sensitive solution components are emptyset intervals, a minimal number of subdivisions provided an outer enclosure overestimating thecombinatorial solution with 12% to 42%. These results show that even for comparatively largeparameter intervals, the presented parametric �xed-point iteration is able to enclose the solution.Although the parametric matrix is strongly regular (which provides convergence of the method)even for the large parameter uncertainties that are chosen, a poor accuracy of the residual vectorenclosure may be the reason for overestimating the system response.
3.2. Two-Bay Two-Story Frame
As large frame examples we consider rectangular multi-story multi-bay frames. We model thetwo-bay two-story steel frame with IPE 400 beams and HE 280 B columns as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Two-bay two-story steel frame.
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The frame is subjected to lateral static forces and vertical uniform loads. Beam-to-columnconnections are considered to be semi-rigid and are modelled by single rotational spring elements.The use of spring models is better �tted to steel frames with bolted connections, for examplebeam-to column connections of extended-end-plate system. Semi-rigid steel and reinforced concreteframes have been widely used to reduce the seismic loading. However many structures of this typehave been strongly damaged or collapsed during the Northridge earthquake, which struck SouthernCalifornia in 1994. The main reason has been found to be the increased exibility of entire framebeing strongly inuenced by P-� e�ect. Semi-rigid frames are in large extent sensitive to physicalproperties of the beam-to-column connections and this was the main reason to direct our researchin this direction.Structure elements are speci�ed to be beam or column. Columns are chosen to be traditional 2Dframe elements for the elastic analysis having three degrees of freedom per node { two translationsand one rotation. Beam elements also have three degrees of freedom at each node { two translationsand one rotation. The rotational springs are added to both ends and internal rotations are elimi-nated. Beam elements allow for application of traditional �nite element procedure which requiresmatrices of order 6�6. Basement nodes are �xed and are not able to displace. Applying conventionalmethods for analysis of frame structures, cf. (Zienkiewicz, 1971), a system of 18 linear equationsis composed where the coe�cients are rational functions of the model parameters. The distributedbeam loading is transformed to the equivalent nodal forces. In this manner the parameters relatedto the geometric properties are included in the global loading vector.In contrast to the system considered in Section 3.1 the linear system describing present two-baytwo-story frame in Figure 2 has the following right-hand side vector whose components depend alsoon parameters of the beams, not only on the applied loadings
 f2; �12w1Lb1; � w1Lb2112(1 + 2Eb1Ib1cLb1 ) ; 0; �w1Lb12 � w2Lb22 ; w1Lb2112(1 + 2Eb1Ib1cLb1 ) � w2Lb2212(1 + 2Eb2Ib2cLb2 ) ;

0; �w2Lb22 ; w2Lb2212(1 + 2Eb2Ib2cLb2 ) ; f1; � 12w3Lb3 ; � w3Lb2312(1 + 2Eb3Ib3cLb3 ) ;
0; �w3Lb32 � w4Lb42 ; w3Lb2312(1 + 2Eb3Ib3cLb3 ) � w4Lb2412(1 + 2Eb4Ib4cLb4 ) ; 0; �w4Lb42 ; w4Lb2412(1 + 2Eb4Ib4cLb4 )

!> :
The following data, taken according to the European Standard (Eurocode 3, 2003), are used inthe model. Columns (HE 280 B) Beams (IPE 400)

Cross-sectional area Ac = 0:01314 m2, Ab = 0:008446 m2
Moment of inertia Ic = 19270 � 10�8 m4, Ib = 23130 � 10�8 m4
Modulus of elasticity Ec = 2:1 � 108 kN/m2, Eb = 2:1 � 108 kN/m2
Length Lc = 3 m, Lb = 2Lc mRotational spring sti�ness c = 108 kN (8)
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Uniform vertical load w1 = : : : = w4 = 30 kN/mConcentrated lateral forces f1 = f2 = 100 kN
As a �rst problem a system structure having 13 uncertain parameters: Ac; Ic; Ec, Ab; Ib; Eb, c,w1; : : : ; w4, f1; f2 was considered. The system parameters were initially taken to vary within 1%tolerance intervals [p � p=200; p + p=200] where p is the corresponding parameter nominal valuefrom (8).

Table V. Solutions for displacements and rotations of two-bay two-story frame system with 13 parameters having 1%uncertainties.
dx1(m) dy1 (m) �1 (rad) dx3(m) dy3 (m) �3 (rad)103[v] [12.80, 13.20] [-.2143, -.2062] [-2.168, -2.099] [12.21, 12.60] [-.3439, -.3333] [-.2079, -.1554]103[u] [12.78, 13.21] [-.2145, -.2060] [-2.175, -2.092] [12.20, 12.62] [-.3441, -.3331] [-.2146, -.1487]

O!([h]; [u]) 4.90 3.20 9.24 4.98 2.93 11.04Oc([h]; [u]) 0.16 0.13 0.35 0.17 0.09 3.99

The parametric solver, presented in this paper, found a guaranteed outer enclosure [u] of thesystem response and a corresponding inner estimation [v] of the solution set hull. The resultsfor displacements and rotations of selected nodes are given in Table V. The system response atthe �rst three nodes is most sensitive to the variations in model parameters. The bounds for thesolution are captured by sharp intervals. Applying rigorously the monotonicity approach based onveri�ed parametric solver, it was numerically proven that the combinatorial approach gives theexact solution set hull. That is why, the last two rows of Table V list the percentage by whichthe outer enclosures produced by the parametric solver overestimate the true bounds of the systemresponse. The results in Table V show that the rotations are about three times more sensitive to thevariations in model parameters than the displacements. The same behavior was observed duringthe analysis of the portal structure in Section 3.1.Further, we solve the same parametric system where the element material properties are taken tovary within 1% tolerances while the spring sti�ness and all applied loadings are taken to vary withinlarge 10% tolerance intervals. Table VI presents the results obtained for the nodes one and three. The�rst row in Table VI gives the combinatorial solution which is used for measuring the overestimationproduced by the parametric solver. Except for �3, interval bounds for the system response arereasonable although not quite sharp. The percentage of overestimation increases with increasingthe width of the parameter intervals. The lower quality of the solution enclosures for large parameterintervals is probably due to a poor range estimation of the residual vector in the algorithm. Provingmonotonicity properties of the system response with respect to the loadings parameters w1; : : : ; w4,f1; f2 and solving corresponding parametric systems involving reduced number of parameters resultsin a quite sharp solution enclosure presented in the second part of Table VI.It should be noted that for 10% tolerance intervals of the model parameters even the combina-torial solution is such that the interval for �3 contains zero.
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Table VI. Interval solutions for displacements and rotations of two-bay two-story frame system with 13 parame-ters. The material properties have 1% uncertainties while the spring sti�ness and the applied loadings have 10%uncertainties.

dx1(m) dy1 (m) �1 (rad) dx3(m) dy3 (m) �3 (rad)103[h] [12.16, 13.85] [-.2308, -.1902] [-2.316, -1.956] [11.60, 13.24] [-.3604, -.3174] [-.3545, -.0100]
103[u] [11.92, 13.89] [-.2311, -.1850] [-2.333, -1.896] [11.36, 13.28] [-.3607, -.3119] [-.3724, .04663]
O!([h]; [u]) 14.51 12.10 17.60 14.61 12.04 17.82Oc([h]; [u]) 2.19 2.65 3.59 2.25 1.73 41.05

solutions after applying the monotonicity properties w.r.t. the applied loadings
103[u] [12.13, 13.88] [-.2314, -.1896] [-2.323, -1.949] [11.56, 13.28] [-.3613, -.3165] [-.3599, -4.e�6]
O!([h]; [u]) 3.99 2.75 3.89 3.99 3.83 3.05Oc([h]; [u]) 0.54 0.54 0.68 0.55 0.50 5.95

As a second larger problem of this type we consider the same system structure as above butassuming that each structure element has properties varying independently within 1% toleranceintervals. This leads to an 18� 18 parametric system involving 37 interval parameters. The resultsfor displacements and rotations of the selected nodes, listed in Table VII, are similar to thoseobtained for the system involving 13 parameters having the same uncertainties.
Table VII. Solutions for displacements and rotations of two-bay two-story frame system with 37 parameters having1% uncertainties.dx1(m) dy1 (m) �1 (rad) dx3(m) dy3 (m) �3 (rad)[v] � 103 [12.67, 13.32] [-.224, -.1964] [-2.222, -2.045] [12.09, 12.73] [-.3571, -.3199] [-.2569, -.1062][u] � 103 [12.62, 13.37] [-.2249, -.1954] [-2.237, -2.030] [12.04, 12.77] [-.3584, -.3186] [-.2716, -.0915]
1
2O!([v]; [u]) 6.05 3.44 7.28 6.16 3.19 8.18
1
2Oc([v]; [u]) 0.34 0.48 0.70 0.36 0.37 8.09

While the combinatorial solution for the problem involving 37 uncertain parameters requiressolving 237 � 1:37 � 1011 point linear systems (in rational arithmetic), or applying Monte Carlosimulation usually takes 106 trials in order to assess the quality of a solution enclosure, just onesingle execution of our parametric solver yields both guaranteed outer solution enclosure [u] and itsinner estimation [v], based on which 1=2O!([v]; [u]) measures the quality of the obtained solutionbounds.
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4. Conclusion

The application of a self-veri�ed parametric iteration method for bounding the response of uncertainmechanical structures modelled by �nite element method is presented. The method can solve linearsystems involving arbitrary non-linear dependencies between the uncertain input data, providedthat it is combined with good tools for range enclosure. It is demonstrated that very sharp solutionenclosures are generated for small parameter tolerances. Powerful range enclosing techniques arenecessary to provide good accuracy of the solution enclosure when the system parameters aresubjected to large uncertainties which retain the strong regularity property of the parametricmatrix.We have demonstrated the feasibility of the general-purpose parametric iteration method forbounding structure responses in the presence of uncertainties in all model parameters. It was illus-trated by the numerical examples that for small intervals the method is superior to other, althoughnot self-veri�ed, methods like the EBE approach. Even for quite large parameter uncertainties, theinterval subdivision guarantee the feasibility of the method and the accuracy of the inclusions.The most attractive feature of the discussed methodology and software tools consists in thefact that they yield validated inclusions computed by a �nite precision arithmetic. To providethis feature a rigorous computer implementation by interval arithmetic with directed roundingsis necessary. Any self-veri�ed parametric solver can be incorporated in a general framework forcomputer-assisted proof of global and local monotonicity properties of a parametric solution. Basingon these properties, a guaranteed and highly accurate enclosure of the solution set hull can becomputed.Contrary to other approaches for modelling uncertain mechanical systems that apply specialtechniques at the level of constructing the linear system to be solved in order to reduce thedependencies, the present method requires no preliminary specialized construction methods. Forexample, there is no need to overcome the coupling as in the EBE approach. Present method ishighly automated since engineers need to apply only conventional methods for obtaining the linearsystem in a parametric form by software tools widely available in modern computing environments(Matlab, Mathematica, etc.). Uncertainties in all the system parameters (e.g., material, load andgeometry properties) can be considered and handled simultaneously. A combination of intervalmethods can ensure very sharp bounds for the system response. Furthermore, the present methodand all the methods combined to obtain sharp bounds for the system response, are implemented insoftware tools which are freely available and ready for application. When the construction methods,used for assembling the global sti�ness matrix and the global loading vector, cannot eliminate all thedependencies between the input parameters, a parametric iteration, respectively the implementedparametric solver, should be used instead of a non-parametric one.Being the only general-purpose parametric linear solver, the presented methodology and softwaretools are applicable in the context of any problem which requires solving of linear systems whoseinput data depend on uncertain (interval) parameters.
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